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12 simple steps to improving 
power usage efficiency (PUE)



In recent years, efficiency has become synonymous to every data 
centre conversation. PUE has become the metric of choice. Size 
matters, and it’s the smaller the better. Customers and operators 
alike are embroiled in the mine is smaller than yours debate. 

With a vast data centre estate across Europe we were well aware 
of the benefits of reducing power consumption but a couple of 
years ago we decided to regulate our approach to improving 
efficiency. We worked out a standard set of guidelines for our 
operations crew to systematically ensure that from simple to 
more complex solutions, we were maximising efficiency in every 
data centre we have. As a result we reduced our annual power bill 
by more than €4 million.

I hope the findings from our programme prove to be a useful 
resource for any organisation looking to drive energy efficiency.

In the first in a series of two whitepapers on improving efficiency, 
I will take you through what we at Colt have done to improve our 
own efficiencies. This whitepaper will guide you through how to 
implement short term measures that will allow you to improve 
your power usage efficiency (PUE) in twelve simple steps.
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Planning data centre capacity is not always as 
straightforward as it should be. Traditional data centres are 
planned around a ten to 15 year forecasted requirement, 
so how can you balance long term planning, constantly 
changing business requirements and technology innovation?

Even the greatest technology related business case can’t predict the long 
term future – business and technology is constantly changing. Trying to 
plan anything beyond two years is a challenge, so ‘guesstimating’ compute 
fifteen years in advance is nigh on impossible.

With an increasing focus on energy efficiency and the social responsibilities 
associated with running large data centre estates, improving efficiencies at 
data centre sites is top priority for any operational management team, right 
up to board level. With some relatively small improvements to your facilities 
you can make a measurable difference and a real impact to your company’s 
bottom line.

Introduction

Planning for any upgrade should start with the criticality of compute 
and the impact of potential disruption on the business. If you haven’t yet 
achieved buy-in from the board to go ahead with your upgrade, the cost 
and risks of doing nothing should be enough to convince even the most 
cynical of decision makers, particularly for data centres built more than 
seven to ten years ago.

Start from the worst case. What would data centre failure mean to your 
business? Your communications, client management, accounts? How do 
you mitigate this happening during your live upgrade?

When your plans are watertight and everyone has bought into the need 
to change, your energy saving measures will be easier to implement.

…and think about the business, not the IT need. Business 
should always drive data centre changes, not IT. Any plans 
should always include risk assessment and steps to manage 
those risks, not just the tangible storage requirement – 
capacity, technology and location.

Before you start, plan your journey…

“Business should 
always drive data 
centre changes, 
not IT”



Measure
An obvious step perhaps, but one surprisingly lacking at many 
data centre sites and estates. In order to assess any efficiency 
improvement, as a starting point you need to be in a position 
to benchmark your existing energy usage against a comparable 
timeframe.

Use whatever resources are available to you to start with. Even 
if they are considered rudimentary or incomplete. Starting to 
measure, record and track power use on a regular basis is the 
first step to a more efficient data centre.

Regularly check your current PUE; if you have measures 
month-on-month, assess it as a rolling average over the course of a year 
(by checking the monthly average from one 12-month cycle to the next, 
incremental improvements are easier to identify).

Continue to measure energy usage consistently and regularly – but beware 
of making snap judgements on improvements. Seasonality and changes 
in outside temperature can have a significant impact on power usage and 
your anticipated energy savings.

The Colt experience

Identifying the importance of identifying efficiencies
As both a provider and significant user of data centre services, Colt took the decision 
to run a programme to establish the efficiency of our own data centre estate so we 
could identify exactly the areas we needed to improve. With our CSR policy requiring 
a lowering of carbon emissions, and a desire from our co-location customers to do the 
same, the time was right to implement an efficiency drive.

Over the last three years the operations team managing our data centres has rolled 
out an energy efficiency programme which has resulted in significant savings across 
our estate. Our learnings and the measures we implemented to get there, are a useful 
starting point for any organisation looking to do the same.

Your twelve steps to efficiency

Regulate air flow - prevent hot and cold mixing
A data centre is essentially a structure that manages the flow of cold air in, 
and extracts hot air. With servers pumping hot air out and cold air in, if not 
managed correctly mixing will occur. The mixing of hot 
and cold air– and the subsequent need to regulate the 
temperature – can be one of the most draining processes 
on your energy supply. It can have a substantial effect on 
your PUE. Controlling airflow and limiting mixing; and the 
various steps to do so should be your first priority.
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“Controlling airflow 
and preventing mixing; 
should be your first 
priority.”

Tip:
Be precise in taking 
measurements in order to 
identify and explain any 
trends in energy usage. 
Attention to detail will also 
help you to achieve and 
record new efficiencies.



Align hot and cold aisles
Ideally, all servers within the racks and rows should face the same direction. 
These rows can then be arranged into hot and cold aisles with the front of 
the servers facing one way and the back the other; to allow for cool air aisles 
to be created blowing colder air to the front of the servers, and hot air aisles 
for the hot air to flow from the back. 

Moving servers can be very labour intensive (with delicate older servers 
requiring particular care) as well as the potential for service disruption, so 
careful planning is critical. For those operating in a co-location or shared 
environment, it is important to plan and communicate effectively with all 
parties involved. They must understand the impact and benefits of the 
improvements for it to work smoothly.

Reduce airflow leaks
Install blanking plates to fill the gaps where no equipment is present. These 
can stop air escaping by preventing it from falling between or back behind 
the racks. Blanking plates are easy to install (but note, care must be taken if 
your server configuration is likely to change; reinstallation can be difficult if 
moved).

Check flooring
Your flooring is as important to consider for potential air leakage as your 
walls. Check for gaps allowing air to escape; behind and beneath air cooling 
units or through air vents in floor tiles. The goal is to direct the cold air in 
one direction, through the racks and out the other side. Because of this 
configuration, perforated tiles should be placed in the planned cold aisle in 
front of racks.

Introduce aisle containment
Once any airflow leaks and gaps have been addressed, containment can be 
introduced to ensure separation between hot and cold air and improve the 
direction of airflow. Introducing roofs and in particular doors to the end of 
aisles can deliver a major improvement. Solid doors or Perspex dividers are 
effective, and even butchers’ curtains can be equally efficient, if not the most 
attractive option.
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Regulate humidity
Consider too the humidity of your room. Server manufacturers are willing 
to accept wider humidity bands as per ASHRAE. By operating to a slightly 
wider banding; between 20 – 80%, air is able to drift a little more and vapour 
production can be decreased – significantly reducing energy consumption.

Check transformer voltage
Check the voltage of your electricity transformers to ensure they match 
exactly the supply voltage requirement for your equipment. A higher, 
unnecessary voltage equals a higher, unnecessary use of power, resulting 
in additional cost. Reducing voltage can also reduce loss in transformers.

Remove isolation transformers
Isolation transformers were a design preference from the 1990s. A 
legal requirement in some countries at the time, they’re no longer 
required and an unnecessary drain on your estate.

Turn off ‘zombie’ equipment
If you’re in an enterprise environment there’s a good chance 
you’re running redundant equipment. Turning it off could be a simple step to 
significant energy savings. For example, with uninterruptable power supplied 
(UPS) look into switching off individual modules when possible.

If considering your server architecture is on the agenda, consider this; a single 
new server can now do the job of multiple older servers. The energy saved in 
running these servers, not to mention the removal of the requirement to cool 
them is a compelling reason to change. Look at the longer term opex saving 
over the initial capex investment when considering whether to upgrade 
sooner rather than later, as well as on-going manufacturer support for your 
servers and the availability of parts and software upgrades.

Tip:
Isolation transformers 
have loses of 2-4% so 
explore the possibility of 
removing them.

Tip:
Consider at this point introducing 
more comprehensive metering at 
appropriate points to ensure more 
consistent measuring longer term.
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Control air temperature
You have tackled the flow of cold air in through the server equipment and 
directed the hot air out without mixing. Regulating air temperature is now easier.

The average data centre runs at 21 degrees, but with extended ASHRAE 
standards, server manufacturers are happy with DC temperatures from 18 – 27 
degrees upply air. Steps such as turning off cooling units or increasing the 
temperature of water to those units can lead to further savings.
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Measure again.
If you’re reading your meters regularly, you can begin 
to understand trends and eliminate any seasonal 
spikes or oddities to introduce energy saving measures 
immediately. At the end of a 12-month period you should 
have enough data to benchmark against. This will allow 
you to assess whether your measurements are going in 
the right direction or not.
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Colt’s own efficiency improvement programme has now 
been running for nearly three years and in that time has 
achieved an 18% reduction in energy use – 10% in year one 
alone, That equates to a saving off €4 million to date by 
implementing some of these quick fix measures.

Through our extensive efficiency programme, we now have 
a sound indication of the most effective short and long term 
steps to improvement.

The above are measures that you too, can take now – 
regardless of the longer term plans for your data centre.

“Colt’s own efficiency 
programme has been 
running for nearly three 
years and in that time 
we’ve achieved an 18% 
reduction in energy use”

Summary
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